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Required

You Will Be Able To
• Communicate with confidence regarding
information security topics, terms, and
concepts
• Understand and apply the Principles of
Least Privilege

Information Security
Fundamentals
giac.org/gisf

To determine if SANS SEC301: Introduction to Cyber Security is right for you, ask yourself five
simple questions:
• Do you have basic computer knowledge, but are new to cybersecurity and in need of an
introduction to the fundamentals?
• Are you bombarded with complex technical security terms that you don’t understand?
• Are you a non-IT security manager who lays awake at night worrying that your company will
be the next mega-breach headline story on the 6 o’clock news?

• Understand and apply the Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability (CIA) Triad

• Do you need to be conversant in basic security concepts, principles, and terms, even if you
don’t need “deep in the weeds” detail?

• Build better passwords that are more
secure while also being easier to
remember and type

• Have you decided to make a career change to take advantage of the job opportunities in
cybersecurity and need formal training and certification?

• Grasp basic cryptographic principles,
processes, procedures, and applications
• Understand computer network basics
• Have a fundamental grasp of any number
of critical technical networking acronyms,
including TCP/IP, IP, TCP, UDP, MAC, ARP,
NAT, ICMP, and DNS
• Utilize built-in Windows tools to see your
network settings
• Recognize and be able to discuss various
security technologies, including antimalware, firewalls, and intrusion detection
systems, content filters, sniffers, etc.
• Build a simple but fully functional firewall
configuration
• Secure your browser using a variety of
security plug-ins
• Secure a wireless access point (also known
as a wireless router)
• Scan for malware, clean malware from a
system, and whitelist legitimate software
identified by an anti-malware scanner as
“potentially unwanted”

If you answer yes to any of these questions, then the SEC301: Introduction to Cyber Security
training course is for you. Students with a basic knowledge of computers and technology but no
prior cybersecurity experience can jump-start their security education with insight and instruction
from real-world security experts in SEC301.
This completely revised and comprehensive five-day course covers a wide range of baseline
topics, including terminology, the basics of computer networks, security policies, incident
response, passwords, and even an introduction to cryptographic principles. The hands-on, stepby-step learning format will enable you to grasp all the information presented even if some of the
topics are new to you. You’ll learn fundamentals of cybersecurity that will serve as the foundation
of your security skills and knowledge for years to come.
Written by a security professional with over 30 years of experience in both the public and private
sectors, SEC301 provides uncompromising real-world insight from start to finish. The course
prepares you for the Global Information Security Fundamentals (GISF) certification test, as well
as for the next SANS course in this progression, SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp Style. It
also delivers on the SANS promise: You will be able to use the knowledge and skills you learn in
SEC301 as soon as you return to work.

• Access a number of websites to better
understand password security, encryption,
phishing, browser security, etc.

“SEC301 is an extremely valuable course, even for someone
with 12 years of IT experience!”
— Brian Pfau, Banfield Pet Hospital

Available
Training
Formats

Live Training

Online Training

Live Events

OnDemand

Summit Events

Simulcast

sans.org/information-security-training/by-location/all
sans.org/cyber-security-summit

Private Training

sans.org/private-training

sans.org/ondemand
sans.org/simulcast

Section Descriptions
SECTION 1: Security’s Foundation
Every good security practitioner and every good
security program begins with the same mantra: learn
the fundamentals. SEC301 starts by instilling familiarity
with core security terms and principles. By the time
you leave the classroom after the first section, you will
fully understand the Principle of Least Privilege and
Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability (CIA), and you’ll
see why those principles drive all security discussions.
You will be conversant in the fundamentals of risk
management, security policy, and authentication/
authorization/accountability.

SECTION 3: An Introduction to Cryptography
Cryptography is one of the most complex issues faced by
security practitioners. It is not a topic you can explain in
passing, so we will spend some time on it. Not to worry,
we won’t take you through the math behind cryptography.
Instead, we learn basic crypto terminology and processes.
What is steganography? What is substitution and
transposition? What is a “work factor” in cryptography
and why does it matter? What do we mean by symmetric
and asymmetric key cryptography and “cryptographic
hash,” and why do you need to know? How are those
concepts used together in the real world to create
cryptographic systems?

SECTION 2: Computer Functions and

Networking

This course section begins with an explanation of how
computers handle numbers using decimal, binary, and
hexadecimal numbering systems. It also provides an
understanding of how computers encode letters using
the American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII). We then spend the remainder of the section
on networking. All attacks or exploits have one thing in
common: they take something that exists for perfectly
valid reasons and misuse it in malicious ways. Always!
So as security practitioners, to grasp what is invalid we
must first understand what is valid – that is, how things
like networks are supposed to work. Only once we have
that understanding can we hope to understand the
mechanics of malicious misuse of those networks – and
only with that knowledge can we understand how security
devices such as firewalls seek to thwart those attacks.
The networking discussion begins with a non-technical
explanation of how data move across a network. From
there we move to fundamental terminology dealing with
network types and standards. You’ll learn about common
network hardware such as switches and routers, and
terms like “protocol” and “encapsulation.” We’ll give a
very basic introduction to network addressing and port
numbers and then work our way up the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) protocol stack, introducing more
detail only as we proceed to the next layer. In other
words, we explain networking starting in non-technical
terms and gradually progress to more technical detail as
students are ready to take the next step. By the end of
our discussions, you’ll have a fundamental grasp of any
number of critical technical networking acronyms that
you’ve often heard but never quite understood, including
TCP/IP, IP, TCP, UDP, MAC, ARP, NAT, ICMP, and DNS.

SECTION 4: Cybersecurity Technologies –

SECTION 5: Cybersecurity Technologies –

Our fourth section in the classroom begins our
exploration of cybersecurity technologies. We begin
with wireless network security (WiFi and Bluetooth),
and mobile device security (i.e., cell phones). We follow
that with a brief look at some common attacks. We then
move into a discussion of malware and anti-malware
technologies. We end the section with an examination
of several data protection protocols used for email
encryption, secure remote access, secure web access,
secure file transfer, and Virtual Private Network (VPN)
technologies.

The final section of our SEC301 journey continues the
discussion of cybersecurity technologies. The section
begins by looking at several security technologies,
including compartmentalization, firewalls, Intrusion
Detection Systems and Intrusion Prevention Systems
(IDS/IPS), sniffers, content filters, etc. We then take a good
look at browser and web security, and the difficulties of
securing the web environment. For example, students
will understand why and how their browser connects to
anywhere from 5 to 100 different Internet locations each
time they load a single web page. We end the section with
a look at system security to include hardening operating
systems, patching, virtual machines, cloud computing,
and backup.

Part 1

Part 2

Who Should Attend
• Anyone new to cybersecurity and
in need of an introduction to the
fundamentals of security
• Those who feel bombarded with
complex technical security terms
they don’t understand, but want to
understand
• Non-IT security managers who deal
with technical issues and understand
them and who worry their company
will be the next mega-breach
headline story on the 6 o’clock news
• Professionals with basic computer
and technical knowledge in
all disciplines who need to be
conversant in basic security
concepts, principles, and terms, but
who don’t need “deep in the weeds”
detail
• Those who have decided to make a
career change to take advantage of
the job opportunities in cybersecurity
and need formal training and
certification

“SEC301 is a great class
for the individual who
wants to learn an
extensive amount of
material in one week.”
— Steven Chovanec,
Discover Financial Services

Course Preview
available at: sans.org/demo

